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                                                     The Man of the Hole 

His hut hidden in the rainforest from outsiders, the last known member 
of an Amazonian tribe is found lying in his hammock covered in feathers. 
Decades earlier those greedy for the tribe’s land and resources murdered almost all 
his kin with poisoned sugar. Like a keepsake wedding suit, the funereal garb 
of brilliant bird feathers reflects planning and preparation, readiness and ritual.                               
His death is a harbinger of the accelerating annihilation and disappearance of untold 
numbers of cultures and peoples— not unlike the mass extinction of other species— 
due to the cumulative effects of deliberative and systematic human activity. 

                                                      gone 
                                                      one by one  bye one 
                                                      time flies 

Caroline Giles Banks 



 



booking passage into heaven      Lorraine Pester 

‘When an observer doesn't immediately turn what his senses convey to him into language, into 
the vocabulary and syntactical framework we all employ when trying to define our experiences, 
there's a much greater opportunity for minor details, which might at first seem unimportant, to 
remain alive in the foreground of an impression, where, later, they might deepen the meaning 
of an experience.” 

Barry Lopez (introduction by Rebecca Solnit) 
Embrace Fearlessly the Burning World: Essays 
Random House (May 31, 2022) 

 

one hand on the steering wheel, his other hand trying to shake me back to consciousness. 
the 4:30am drive to the outpatient surgery center for my first cataract surgery.  

robot arms flail. . . 
danger, danger lorraine 

finally i come to. but. . .my goodness. i feel worse than awful. he asks me if i want to go 
home. we’re way early. for an hour and half, we hang out in the surgery parking lot. i’m 
hoping i’ll feel better.  



close to six, i accept the fact that i’m not OK. i ask him to go in and explain my condition. 
hell. i don’t even know what my condition is.  

he comes back. they want me inside. he told them that i might have low blood sugar 
because of fasting. hell. i fasted this past sunday night in preparation for the blood work up 
monday as they got  me ready for today. no problems.  

they’re going to prep me for surgery. the glucometer says 90. my normal fasting level. they 
take my blood pressure. 87/40.  

and they start to prep. a very nice nurse interrogates me mercilessly. i sign, initials here, 
signature there. her frown of concern. 

you stood up too fast 

i passed out on the drive over. my husband thought i was dead. i wasn’t breathing. the low 
bp reading was an hour and a half after i recovered from fainting. i was riding in the car. 
not trying to stand up. 

standing up too fast can crash your blood pressure  

(are you listening?  i’m scared. please. help me) 

yes. my husband says i was completely nonresponsive for over a minute.  
no. he says it wasn’t a seizure.  

protecting me. . . 
checking and rechecking 
my unexpected story 

a question answered unsatisfactorily leads my nurse to request an ekg. it’s now four hours 
since passing out. the ekg tech moves the leads around. i acquire my fourth blanket.  

your surgery is canceled. your heart is erratic. everyone agrees. it’s not safe. see your 
primary care and get a referral to a cardiologist. here’s a copy of the ekg. we’ll see you back 
when the cardiologist releases you for surgery.  

but. . .i had an ekg just 4 days ago in this same building. it was fine.  

whatever happened to you this morning really scrambled your heart. get the appointment 
you need. go home and rest. i’ll call your husband to pick you up. someone will come with 
a wheelchair.  



 

a winter storm warning. . . 
i lie warm in my own bed 
not on a morgue gurney  



 



Uncrossing Oil        Jerome Berglund 

The mummy stared back at them. They talked shop, flirted. The mummy peered on. They 
railed against the patriarchy, canoodled, discussed getting a puppy. The mummy watched, 
bemused. She criticized colonialism, he described a march recently attended. The mummy 
rolled its eyes. He began to look bored, she took some selfies. The mummy held its breath, 
flexed muscles, angled its best side towards the lens. They looked for the exit sign, but 
found themselves apparently sealed in. The mummy smiled. He located a window, but it 
was well out of reach. The mummy saw its chance. She tried to scramble up onto his 
shoulders, but he proved a weak, gangly specimen, and could not hold her. The mummy 
stretched, shaking off the cobwebs. He blushed in shame, mumbling excuses and 
explanations defensively. The mummy took a slow teetering step towards them. She turned 
and shrieked, dropping her cellular, shattering the screen, rendering their only means of 
dialing out inoperable. The mummy advanced. He prayed, she begged. The mummy had 
heard that song and dance before, remained unmoved. She apologized, he took a series of 
pathetic swings, throwing wild, uncoordinated haymakers. The mummy dodged them each 
with surprising agility, seized the pair by their throats. They couldn’t manage much else 
through the gasping for air. That was all for the better. 

lightning  
on a crucifix 
a) director makes adjustment 



 



Recovery          Jenny Fraser 

Late autumn flows over the ocean and dunes to a white plastic chair.  
Bathed in light, she draws breath and lets go . . . 

Over the road, the sudden blast of a weed wacker. And now a faint tap of  
wasps in and out of the wire vine. On edge, a tangle of thoughts circle the  
high pitched buzz of cicadas and a tui’s squawk.  

eyes open wide  
an ocean gaze  
unwinds  

Lulled by salted air, sun on an ankle, brush of a nor'easter over cheeks,   
her eyes close. Within the scent of earth, the pitch of each breaking  
wave.  

longing  
to be  
weightless                             
wings  
of a gull   
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